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How to become a PhD student?
Clappier Alain
A PhD is not an usual exam…
…where you have to answer, 
alone,
in a short time,
to specific questions,…
…and where your answers are evaluated 
by a unique professor. 
For a PhD you have to defend your work in front of a jury…
…it can be very formal, like here in Utrecht (Netherland)…
For a PhD you have to defend your work in front of a jury…
…but at the end, the jury simply decides if you can be part of there tribe, the tribe of the doctors.
…you are supported by a supervisor… 
During your PhD you are not alone…
… who will be also part of your jury. 
In any case, you will have to deal with a supervisor.
The human relationship with the supervisor is certainly one of the key issues to enjoy his PhD…
…but it is difficult to give general rules because they are different kind of supervisors, each of them having 
different view on what should be done for a PhD…
1. The one who is telling you 
what you have to do every day.
2. The one who is like a friend and gives 
you an entire freedom…
… but do not forget he is part of your jury.
3. The one you will never see because he is 
very busy with his teachings…
…and his travels to present your work in 
international conferences.
Different kind of PhD:
1. The PhD “old fashion”
you work during 3 years (or more)…
…then, you write your PhD in 3 months (or more)…
…you finally produce 300 pages (or more).
The thesis is scheduled in such a way that each chapter 
(with the exception of introduction and conclusion) can 
be published in a scientific journal.
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6: Conclusions and perspectives
Chapter 1: Introduction
The thesis is written as the research produces results.
Different kind of PhD:
2. PhD based on scientific articles
Authorship of the publications.
The person who wrote the 
main part of the article
The person who drafted 
the work
The PhD student is not alone, he not only has a supervisor, but he will also have to shown 
its ability to work with other scientists to solve problems they could not solve alone.
❑ The PhD student should be able to solve scientific problems alone. When this is not
possible he should be able to find other scientists and organize their work to complete
its missing competences.
❑ The PhD student should be able to communicate its research results in the most simple
way as possible to the international community (in English), writing articles and
participating to conferences as speaker.
❑ The PhD student is supposed to assume some duties for the university and his
supervisor like the organization of seminars, the participation to teaching activities etc…
What a supervisor is generally expecting from a PhD student?
How build a PhD project?
What is the difference between a research project and an engineering project?
An engineer is supposed to understand and apply complex existing scientific
methodologies in a known context…
…while a researcher is supposed to invent methodologies to solve and study problems
which have not been solved yet.
Innovation is certainly the main issue for a research topic.
Acquire a good overview of the area of interest, reading scientific articles (and other media), participate to 
scientific conferences, talking with other scientists…
-> this helps to target a relevant contribution that effectively complements the work already done in this area.
-> this avoids reinventing the wheel
How to find a research topic for a PhD?
cited by more than 300 other scientific articles since 2002 
two years after
How fix the a project schedule ?
1. Chair the work into work packages since the beginning,
2. Define clear deliverables (=results) each work packages should provide and when.
Because researchers try to tackle problems which have never been solved, there is a high
risk they could not succeed to provide deliverables
The researcher should find, in any situation, the capability to readjust and modify its
schedule.
An example: the Cuban project
Partnership
Two laboratories of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology of Lausanne
Two Cuban partners:
One Colombian partner:


: potential publications (=PhD chapters) which can be produced during the project
